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Despite state-of-the-art surgical and postoperative treatment, median nerve transection
causes lasting impaired hand function due to limitations in the nerve’s reinnervation
ability. The defective innervation and thus controllability of the affected hand can shape
the brain’s control of manual behaviors. Earlier studies of changes in the processing
of tactile stimuli have focused mainly on stimulation of the reinnervated hand and lack
sufficient control over the brain’s use of the tactile input in perceptual terms. Here we
used fMRI to measure brain activity (BOLD-signal) in 11 people with median nerve
injury and healthy controls (N = 11) when performing demanding tactile tasks using
the tip of either the index or little finger of either hand. For the nerve-injured group,
the left median nerve had been traumatically transected in the distal forearm and
surgically repaired on average 8 years before the study. The hand representation of
their contralesional (right) primary somatosensory cortex (S1) showed greater activity
compared to controls when the left reinnervated index finger was used, but also when
the left-hand little finger and the fingers of the right hand innervated by uninjured nerves
were used. We argue that the overall increase in activity reflects a general disinhibition
of contralesional S1 consistent with an augmented functional reorganizational plasticity
being an ongoing feature of chronic recovery from nerve injury. Also, the nerve-injured
showed increased activity within three prefrontal cortical areas implicated in higher-level
behavioral processing (dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, left ventrolateral prefrontal and
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), suggesting that processes supporting decision-
making and response-selection were computationally more demanding due to the
compromised tactile sensibility.

Keywords: humans, hand, peripheral nerve injury, touch, magnetic resonance imaging, somatosensory cortex,
cortical plasticity

INTRODUCTION

Despite state-of-the-art surgical repair and post-operative rehabilitation, traumatic transection
of the median nerve at the distal forearm level usually results in a lasting impairment of hand
function due to defective sensory innervation of the three radial digits and of intrinsic handmuscles
(Jaquet et al., 2001; Lundborg and Rosén, 2007; Chemnitz et al., 2013; Pederson, 2014). Most of
the attainable peripheral reinnervation is considered to be reached about 2 years after surgical repair
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of such an injury (Seddon et al., 1943; Sunderland, 1947; Buchthal
and Kühl, 1979; Burnett and Zager, 2004; Grinsell and Keating,
2014). Residual innervation deficiencies involve loss of primary
sensory and motor neurons, misdirected reinnervation of axons
concerning location and type of end-organs, and abnormal
conduction and stimulus coding properties of reinnervated
neurons (Buchthal and Kühl, 1979; Hallin et al., 1981; Mackel
et al., 1983; Liss et al., 1996; Allodi et al., 2012; de Ruiter et al.,
2014; Krarup et al., 2017).

The defective reinnervation might affect brain processes
that normally support manual behaviors. Animal studies have
shown that peripheral nerve lesions can cause substantial
functional reorganizations in both the contralesional primary
somatosensory area (S1; Paul et al., 1972; Wall et al., 1986;
Merzenich and Jenkins, 1993; Florence et al., 1994) and the
primary motor area (M1; Sanes et al., 1990; Kaas, 1991; Nudo
et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2002). However, they also indicate
that a transected median nerve after repair and reinnervation
largely resumes its original cortical projection territory in S1,
but distorted internal topography within the nerve projection
area can be present (Wall et al., 1986; Merzenich and Jenkins,
1993; Florence et al., 1994). In humans, previous functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have reported that
tactile stimulation of digits can activate the contralateral S1 to a
greater extent after median nerve injury and reinnervation than
in healthy individuals (Hansson and Brismar, 2003; Taylor et al.,
2009; Fornander et al., 2010; Chemnitz et al., 2015). In addition,
structural changes have been reported in gray and white matter
mainly within brain areas involved in higher-level planning
and control of hand actions (Taylor et al., 2009; Nordmark
et al., 2018) and have been interpreted as reflecting changes in
neural processing linked to restrictions in the natural dexterity
repertoire and to processes helping functional compensation of
somatosensory deficiencies of the hand (Nordmark et al., 2018).

Using fMRI, here we addressed some of the many remaining
issues of long-term changes in brain processing by examining
11 people who had suffered a median nerve transection in
their left distal forearm followed by surgical repair at least
2.5 years earlier (mean = 8 years). Previous studies of altered
brain responses to tactile stimuli after unilateral median nerve
injury and reinnervation have focused mainly on stimulations
within the reinnervated skin area (Hansson and Brismar, 2003;
Taylor et al., 2009; Fornander et al., 2010; Chemnitz et al.,
2015). However, injury related changes in cortical responses to
tactile input from non-median innervated skin areas within the
affected hand can be expected since the activity within S1’s finger
representations dynamically interact under normal conditions
(Ruben et al., 2006; Lipton et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2010; Thakur
et al., 2012; Martuzzi et al., 2014). Likewise, effect of injury on
responses to inputs from the hand of the non-injured arm can
be expected since stimulation of one hand can not only give
rise to contralateral cortical responses, but also to ipsilateral
activity changes in healthy individuals, including within S1
(Hlushchuk and Hari, 2006; Klingner et al., 2015; Tamè et al.,
2016; Tal et al., 2017). We tested these propositions by tactile
stimulation targeting the tip of the index finger innervated by
the reinnervated median nerve, but also the tip of the little finger

of the same hand innervated by the uninjured ulnar nerve and
the tips of the index and little fingers of the other unaffected
hand. Furthermore, previous imaging studies on changes in brain
processing after median nerve reinnervation rarely controlled
adequately for the task/attentional set (Sakai, 2008), although it
is well established that the neural processing of tactile stimuli
varies with task requirements even in early somatosensory
areas (Johansen-Berg et al., 2000; Staines et al., 2002; Nelson
et al., 2004; Nordmark et al., 2012; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2016;
Puckett et al., 2017). Two tactile tasks were performed in the
scanner in this study, both of which required the participants to
continuously attend to and process the peripheral tactile afferent
signals during the entire task periods.

In the tactile threshold-tracking task participants tracked
continuously their perceptual tactile thresholds at 20 Hz
sinusoidal skin indentations (Nordmark et al., 2012), which
implied that the effective stimulus intensity was approximately
equal across all tested fingers of all participants, including
reinnervated index fingers. Equalizing the effective stimulus
intensity enabled consistent comparisons across experimental
conditions by minimizing possible effects of stimulus intensity
on evoked blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) activity
(Arthurs et al., 2000; Nelson et al., 2004; Siedentopf et al., 2008).

In the tactile oddball-detection task, the participant’s
assignment was to detect rarely occurring epochs of 40 Hz
sinusoidal stimulations among regular epochs of 20 Hz
stimulations. Suprathreshold stimulation intensities were used
and the intensity was for each stimulated finger standardized
to a multiple of the perceptual threshold, again with the aim of
equating the effective stimulus intensity across all stimulated
fingers. Our rationale for including the oddball-detection task
was twofold. First, various brain areas, including S1, may be
more critically involved in tasks requiring tactile frequency
discrimination than in tasks requiring detection of stimuli
at threshold (LaMotte and Mountcastle, 1979; Romo et al.,
2012). Second, a nonlinear system, normal or degraded, can
be meaningfully characterized only by studying its output in
response to a variety of inputs. In this respect, the suprathreshold
stimulation amplitudes in the oddball task complemented the
near-threshold amplitudes used during the tactile threshold-
tracking task.

The participants also performed a visual threshold-tracking
task while receiving task-irrelevant tactile stimulation of the
fingers. We included this task to investigate whether the
nerve-injured participants maintained the ability of healthy
individuals to suppress tactile afferent-induced activity in
somatosensory brain areas during tasks primarily controlled
by sensory information in other modalities, in this case the
visual modality (Hsiao et al., 1993; Johansen-Berg et al., 2000;
Nordmark et al., 2012).

Although previous research gives rise to expectation of effects
of median nerve injury in S1, there are reasons to believe
that neural processing in areas beyond S1 might be affected
as well (Taylor et al., 2009; Nordmark et al., 2018). Therefore,
we first searched the whole brain for effects of median nerve
injury on blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) activity, and
then performed regional analyses focused on areas where such
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effects were discovered, which indeed included contralesional
S1. In short, our results indicate that median nerve injury after
reinnervation was associated with increased activity in finger
representations in the contralesional S1 during the tactile tasks
irrespective of finger used, i.e., when the left reinnervated finger
was used as well as when the left little finger and the right-hand
fingers innervated by intact nerves were used. Similarly, certain
prefrontal cortical areas implicated in decision-making and
response selection showed elevated brain activity during the
tactile tasks regardless of finger used. During the visual task,
we found no effect on the brain activity of the nerve-injured
participants, indicating that their brains could normally suppress
task-irrelevant tactile afferent signals and that the increased
activity during the tactile task was task-modality specific.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Participants
Our study participants consisted of 11 median nerve-injured
right-handed adults (three females, eight males) and 11 healthy
persons matched to age, gender and handedness. All gave their
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and the ethics committee of Umeå University approved
the study (DNR 07-087M).

All injured participants suffered from a complete median
nerve transection in their left distal forearm proximal to the
wrist caused by sharp trauma. The distance from the tip of the
index finger to the transection site ranged between 18 and 27 cm
(mean = 20 cm).Within 24 h of injury, all had undergone surgery
with primary epineural suture of the nerve at the Department
of Hand Surgery, University Hospital of Umeå. None of the
participants suffered from diabetes, severe pain from the hands
or any diagnosed neurological disorders.

At the time of the study, the mean age of the nerve-injured
participants was 43.0 years (SD = 15.0, range 18–64). On average,
the injury had taken place 8.1 years earlier (SD = 4.5, range
2.5–17.1). The nerve-injured participants were the same people
who made up the group of left-side injured in a previous
study of structural changes in the brain following median nerve
injury (Nordmark et al., 2018). That study offers more detailed
information about the characteristics of the nerve-injured
participants in standard clinical terms and on their responses
to ‘‘Cold Intolerance Symptom Severity’’ (CISS) questionnaire
and the ‘‘Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand’’ (DASH)
questionnaire, as well as a description of how the injury affected
their everyday life. In short, the 11 nerve-injured participants
appeared quite homogeneous regarding the clinical outcome of
the injury. Although, none had constraints in active range of
motion they all showed a modest thenar muscle atrophy of the
affected hand. Injuries to tendons had occurred in all participants
and injuries to arteries in a few. When the nerve was sutured
also these injuries were surgically repaired. In agreement with
previous reports on corresponding injuries, all nerve-injured
had impaired static 2-point discrimination threshold (>7 mm)
at the tips of reinnervated digits (Rosén, 1996). The mean
age difference between each nerve-injured and gender matched
control person was 0.3 years (SD = 2.0, range 4.0 to −3.2).

The members of the control group were recruited through local
posters and candidates were excluded if they had any problems
with hand functions.

General Procedure and Apparatus
The participants lay supine in a 3 T General Electric scanner with
a 32-channel head coil (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI,
USA). The head was stabilized with sponges to the head-coil and
soundproof earphones combined with earplugs reduced scanner
noise. Cushions supported the arms down to the wrist. Mirrors
attached to the head coil allowed the participant to view a
computer screen located in the rostral end of the bore.

A custom-made equipment could deliver precise tactile
stimulations of fingertips of either the left or right hand
during MR scanning (Nordmark et al., 2012). It consisted of
a rectangular box that that contained tactile stimulators and
was anchored to a wooden frame that extended above the
participant’s hips in either of two positions, one suitable for a
left-hand grasp and one for a right-hand grasp without causing
substantial changes in the posture of the arms (Figure 1A). The
participants grasped and held the box such that the fingertips of
the engaged hand contacted the vertical surface of one side of the
box and the thumb contacted the opposing surface (width of the
box = 4.9 cm). The foot contralateral to the stimulated hand was
strapped in a position that allowed the big toe to operate the push
button through which the participant reported their sensations
(Figure 1A).

The stimuli were sinusoidal perpendicular movements of a
2-mm wide and 40-mm long ridge contacted by the tip of
the either the index or little finger (Figure 1B). The ridge
protruded 1 mm above the flat surface of the box and extended
in the proximal–distal direction of the fingertip. Thus, the
ridge contacted the skin throughout the movement cycles.
Bars parallel to the stimulating ridge guided the positioning
of the fingers such that they made appropriate contact with
the stimulating ridges. The stimulating ridge was set in motion
by two coupled moving coils that generated a Lorentz force
induced by the large static magnetic field of the MR scanner
(Graham et al., 2001; Riener et al., 2005). Current to the coils
was provided by a battery-powered power amplifier (Class AB)
located in a shielded box in the scanning room and the two
matched coils were electrically and mechanically connected so
that they rotated in opposite directions to counterbalance the
induced voltages from the gradient coils. A low pass pi-filter
located at the output of the amplifier prevented interference
from high-frequency MR pulses. A lever transferred the torque
generated by the rotating coils to the center of the ridge
(maximum displacement: ±3 mm; frequency range: 0–100 Hz).
To prevent variations in viscoelastic properties between different
digits from significantly influencing the relationship between the
motor current and ridge position, the coils were loaded by a
stiff spring (4 N/mm ridge displacement). The amplitude of the
attenuation of ridge movements caused by fingertips loading
the stimulators was <10% (for details, including calibration
procedures, see Nordmark et al., 2012). Amicrocomputer located
outside the scanning room, connected via optical fibers to the
power amplifier unit and to the push button in the scanning
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FIGURE 1 | Apparatus and tasks in the MR scanner. (A) With either the left of the right hand, the participants grasped the box-shaped tactile stimulator anchored to
a wooden frame extending above their hips. The big toe of the contralateral foot operated the response button. The participants could view a computer screen via
mirrors. (B) Either the tip of the index (Ind) or the little (Litt) finger was stimulated via perpendicular movements of ridges protruding above the surface of the box.
IndL, LittL,and IndR,LittR refer to left- and right-hand fingers, respectively. (C) One of 24 paired tactile and visual threshold-tracking trials consecutively performed
during a scanning session involving unilateral index (Ind) and little (Litt) finger stimulation. The stimulus in the tactile trial (represented as sinusoidal RMS value) was
replayed during the following visual trial. Participants pressed the response button when perceiving the stimulus, which caused the stimulus intensity to decrease
(arrows), and when the sensation vanished, participants released the button, which caused the intensity to increase. (D) Two out of 20 tactile oddball-detection trials
consecutively performed during a scanning session including index (Ind) and little (Litt) finger stimulation. Standard trials contained five 1.5 s pulses with 20 Hz
stimulation and in oddball trials, one of the 20 Hz pulses was replaced with a 40 Hz pulse as shown in the second trial illustrated. The participants pressed the
response button when perceiving the deviant pulse. (C,D) During rest periods between trials, a black cross was shown on the screen. A circle that appeared 3–4.5 s
before the start of a tactile trial cued the participants about the upcoming trial. The location of the circle either at the top or bottom of the cross indicated that stimuli
will occur at the index or the little finger, respectively. The cue for an upcoming visual trial was a filled circle that substituted the cross. Figure is modified, with
permission from Nordmark et al. (2012) published by the MIT Press.

room, controlled the tactile stimulus parameters and visual
display, and administered the experimental protocol.

Tasks
Tactile and Visual Threshold-Tracking Task
In the tactile threshold-tracking task, the ridge oscillated at 20 Hz
for 20 s during each trial. The participants continuously reported
their awareness of the ridge movement using a variant of the von
Bekesy’s threshold-tracking method (Bekesy, 1947; Nordmark
et al., 2012; Figure 1C, tactile threshold-tracking trial). The
participants indicated that they perceived the ridge moving by
pressing a response button, which caused the stimulus amplitude
to decrease. When they no longer perceived the stimulation,
they released the button, which caused the stimulus amplitude to
increase. For each participant and stimulation site, we defined the
detection threshold as the midpoint between the median value of
the amplitudes recorded at all button presses (upper threshold
limen) and one at all button releases (lower threshold limen).

To prevent participants from simply controlling the stimulus
amplitude around some arbitrary value by rhythmically pressing

the button, we varied the rate of change of the amplitude
during the threshold-tracking in a manner unpredictable to
the participants. In addition, an adaptive algorithm tuned the
rate of amplitude change to normalize the number of button-
presses across trials to around four per trial. To that end, first,
the change of amplitude between button actions occurred at
three different rates (uniform random distribution) that in the
first trial corresponded to a doubling/halving of the amplitude
during 0.8, 1.1, and 1.6 s, respectively. Second, while keeping the
same ratio between the rates, in the subsequent trials conducted
with stimulation of the same finger (see further below), the
doubling/halving time of the amplitude was adjusted by a
coefficient computed as 4 divided by the number of button
presses in the previous trial multiplied by the coefficient used
in the previous trial (Nordmark et al., 2012). In the first trial
with a finger, the starting amplitude of the adaptive algorithm
was set to 20 µm peak-to-peak, and in subsequent trials with the
same finger it was set to the mean of the amplitudes recorded
in the previous trial. On average, the participants performed
4.3 ± 0.5 button presses per tactile threshold-tracking trial
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(mean ± SD of median values for each participant computed
across all four stimulation sites).

Each tactile threshold-tracking trial was followed by a visual
threshold-tracking trial, i.e., tactile and visual threshold-tracking
trials were interleaved (Figure 1C). During the visual trials, each
lasting for 20 s, the participants’ task was to detect a dark circular
image displayed in the center of the computer screen against
a white background. The visual image, oriented in the plane
of the screen, corresponded to a dark circle with uneven color
saturation. The diameter was 2◦ visual angle and its darkness
(gray scale) was most saturated in the center of the circle and
declined linearly towards its perimeter where it was zero. The
color saturation decreased and increased when the pushbutton
was pressed and released, respectively. The rate of change of
the color saturation and the frequency of button presses was
controlled using the same algorithm as for the changes of the
amplitude of the ridge movement in the tactile trials. That is, the
color saturation decreased and increased when the participants
pressed and released the push button, respectively. On average,
the participants performed 4.3 ± 0.4 button presses per visual
threshold-tracking trial. Importantly, during the visual trials, the
participants received the same tactile stimulation as experienced
during the previous tactile trial. That is, during each tactile trial,
the ridge movement was recorded by the microcomputer system
and then replayed to the fingertip in the subsequent visual trial.

Before the first trial and after each tactile and visual trial there
was a 14 s period of rest during which a thick solid black cross
(1.0◦ visual angle) was displayed in the center of the otherwise
white screen. Before each tactile trial, the participants were cued
about the upcoming trial and the finger receiving the stimuli by
a black hollow circle appearing above or below the horizontal
line of the cross; with the circle above and below the stimulation
would be at the index and the little finger, respectively. The cue
was shown for 3–4.5 s (uniform random distribution). During
tactile trials, the screen showed a thin black cross. When the
tactile trial ended, the lines of the cross switched from thin to
thick, which indicated the onset of the rest period. A filled black
circle (∼1.0◦ visual angle) shown for 3–4.5 s cued the participants
about the start of the visual trials.

Tactile Oddball-Detection Task
During the tactile oddball-detection task, a standard trial lasted
for 10 s. It involved five consecutive pulses consisting of
sinusoidal ridgemovements at 20Hz each lasting for 1.5 s and the
intervals between the pulses were 0.625 s (Figure 1D; standard
trial). The amplitude of the ridge movement was for each
tested finger constant at four times the threshold measured in
the tactile threshold-tracking task, which was performed before
the oddball task. In a pilot experiment on four of the nerve-
injured participants, we found that the chosen suprathreshold
stimulation was perceived similarly intensive with the affected
hand’s index finger as with the little finger of the same hand.
The little finger, whose peripheral innervation was unaffected,
was constantly stimulated with an amplitude of 4× perception
threshold, while the participants controlled the amplitude of a
simultaneous 20 Hz stimulation of the index finger with the task
of experiencing it as strong as the little finger stimulation. This

was done in a replica of the apparatus used in the tactile threshold
tracking task. For the four participants, the resulting amplitude
ranged between 3.6 and 4.8 times the threshold measured for
the index finger, indicating that the stimulus strength was
approximately equalized for perceived intensity between the
fingers even though the index finger was reinnervated.

Randomized across three out of 10 trials performed with
stimulation of each finger (see further below), an oddball
stimulation pulse replaced either the second, third, or fourth
20 Hz stimulation pulse in an unpredictable manner. During
the oddball pulse the ridge oscillated at 40 Hz for 1.5 s at
the same amplitude as during the standard pulses (Figure 1D,
oddball trial). The participants were instructed to press the
response button once a deviant pulse was detected. A response
was considered correct only if a button press occurred within
2.5 s after the onset of a deviant stimulus. The participants
received feedback in the earphones on correct and incorrect
button presses by a prerecorded voice saying ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘oh-
oh,’’ respectively. The rest periods between trials and the cueing
of the forthcoming trial and the finger to be engaged had the
same structure as for the tactile threshold-tracking trials except
that the cueing of the finger to be stimulated was a filled rather
than hollow black circle (see Figure 1D).

General Procedure
Counterbalanced across participants, each participant was
engaged in two consecutive MRI scanning sessions, one with
stimulation of the left and one with stimulation of right index and
little finger. The participant could stand up and move around in
the scanner room while the apparatus was rearranged between
the sessions. During a scanning session, the participants first
performed 24 tactile/visual threshold-tracking trials, 12 with each
finger, and then 20 oddball-detection trials, 10 with each finger.
The order of stimulation of the two fingers was for each task
randomized with the constraint that the same finger could not
be involved in more than two consecutive trials. The participant
was informed of the type of the upcoming task via text on
the screen and verbally via the headphones. The participants
were instructed to look at the computer screen and to keep
the fingertips in contact with the tactile stimulator throughout
the scanning sessions. Either on the same or the day before the
MR-scanning, the participants had learned and practiced the
tasks and rehearsed the experimental protocol in a replica of
the apparatus.

MRI Parameters and Data Analysis
Functional MR-images were acquired with a gradient echoplanar
imaging sequence (32 transaxial slices, thickness: 4.5 mm, gap:
0 mm, TR: 2,000 ms, TE: 30 ms, flip angle: 80◦). The field of
view was 25 × 25 cm and contained a 128 × 128-pixel matrix,
giving voxels of 1.95 mm × 1.95 mm × 4.5 mm. At the start
of each scanning session 10 surplus scans were collected for
progressive saturation of the fMRI signal before acquisition of the
experimental images. High-resolution T1- weighted structural
images were collected with a 3D fast spoiled gradient echo
sequence (180 slices with a 1 mm thickness, TR: 8.2 ms, TE:
3.2 ms, flip angle: 12◦, field of view: 25× 25 cm).
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The sampled BOLD signals were exported to an off-line
Linux-based workstation and converted to NIfTI format and
then analyzed with SPM8 (The Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK1). Slice timing correction
to the first slice was performed using SPM8’s Fourier phase
shift interpolation. The obtained volumes were realigned to the
first volume and unwarped to correct for head movements, and
then normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) EPI template to allow group analysis (2 × 2 × 2 mm3

voxel size) after smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel
of 6 mm (FWHM). High-pass filtering (128 s period) reduced
participant-specific drifts in the BOLD signal and proportional
grand mean scaling applied over each scanning session reduced
effects of slow global changes in BOLD activity. Batching of
analyses, visualization, and extraction of parameter estimates
across clusters were performed with software developed
in-house (DataZ).

For data obtained in each scanning session, we defined
‘‘boxcar’’ regressors that modeled the various functional states
of the participants during the session. Four regressors (20 s)
represented the different threshold-tracking trials (tactile trials
with stimulation of either index or little finger and the
corresponding visual trials) and four regressors (3.0–4.5 s)
represented thematching cue periods. In addition, two regressors
(10 s) represented the oddball-detection trials with stimulation
of either index or little finger and two regressors (3.0–4.5 s)
the matching cue periods. To capture residual movement-related
artifacts, the six spatial realignment parameters were modeled
as covariates. After convolving the boxcar regressors with the
standard canonical hemodynamic response function provided by
SPM8, a general linear model was fitted to the data obtained for
each participant.

In our main analysis, the resulting single-subject images
representing the tactile threshold-tracking trials and oddball-
detection trials were entered into random effects full factorial
mixed-design analysis of variance models (ANOVAs) using
SPM8 software, each ANOVA (F-test) allowing two-factor voxel
by voxel analysis at a time. A separate whole-brain ANOVA
was run on data from each of the four stimulation sites (left
and right index and little finger). In these ANOVAs we used
task (tactile threshold-tracking task, tactile oddball-detection) as
within-subject factor and injury (injured vs. control participants)
as between subject factor. To protect against false positives
while at the same time retain the power to detect statistically
significant effects in these analyses, we subjected the statistical
images of the group analysis to a double-threshold approach, in
which we combined a voxel-based threshold with a minimum
cluster size (Forman et al., 1995). Thresholds were set at an
individual voxel threshold of p < 0.005, combined with a cluster
size threshold of p < 0.05. This cluster threshold, corrected for
multiple comparisons across the whole brain, was determined
based on random field theory (Cao, 1999; Worsley et al., 1999,
2002) and implemented with the stat_threshold function of
fmristat available at: http://www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/fmristat.
Corresponding analyses were also performed for the cue period.

1http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm

To spatially relate possible effects of median nerve injury to
the somatotopic representations of the stimulated fingers in the
contralateral S1, we mapped these representations in a separate
voxel-by-voxel ANOVAby directly contrasting the BOLD signals
obtained with stimulation of the index and little finger within
each hand (F-contrast). In these ANOVAs, one run for each
combination of tactile task (tactile threshold-tracking, tactile
oddball-detection) and hand (left and right), we also used injury
as a fixed effect. Since, we restricted these analyses to the pre- and
postcentral gyrus, we decided to use a cluster extent threshold
of 20 continuous voxels combined with the voxel threshold of
p < 0.005.

To explore the signs and sizes of effects detected in the
SPM analyses, we extracted for each study participant and
experimental condition the β-values across all the voxels of each
identified area. The percent BOLD signal change was computed
by dividing condition specific β-values with the constant term
multiplied by 100. Some of these data were analyzed based
on mixed design ANOVAs (F-tests) with injury as between-
subjects factor (injured vs. control participants) and with within-
subject factors as specified in the ‘‘Results’’ section. For post
hoc analyses we used the Tukey HSD post hoc test. Overall, we
used an alpha level of 0.05. We report the standardized effect
sizes using Cohen’s d, which describes the effect size as the
difference between the means of the compared groups divided
by the pooled standard deviation. For within-group comparisons
we used the standard deviation of the differences between pairs
of repeated measures.

Based on coordinates provided in the MNI stereotaxic space,
the anatomical location of detected clusters and their local
maxima were initially assessed by the Automated Anatomical
Labeling software (Tzourío-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and cross-
referenced to the major sulci and gyri using the stereotactic
atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988). We then validated
this method of localization by superposing the SPMZ maps
on study specific mean anatomical T1 image calculated after
all participants’ images had been transformed into the MNI
stereotactic space. Local maxima located within 10 mm of
statistically more significant local maxima were ignored.

The raw data supporting the conclusions of this manuscript
will be made available by the authors, without undue reservation,
to any qualified researcher. However, in accordance with patient
confidentiality, personal data from participants in the study will
not be disclosed.

RESULTS

Participants’ Performance in the Scanner
Although our nerve-injured participants had suffered a complete
transection of the median nerve directly followed by surgical
repair at least 2.5 years before the study, due to usually defective
peripheral reinnervation we expected them to exhibit some
deficiencies of the tactile sensibility within the reinnervated hand
area (Figure 2A). This was confirmed by an elevated tactile
threshold for the reinnervated left index finger compared to the
control participants as measured in the tactile threshold-tracking
task (Figure 2B). For the other tested fingers of either hand
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FIGURE 2 | Test sites and detection thresholds recorded during the tactile threshold-tracking task. (A) Schematic illustration of the reinnervated skin area after
median nerve transection and repair. Stars indicate tested sites: left index (IndL), left little (LittL), right index (IndR) and right little (LittR) fingertips. (B) Tactile detection
thresholds for median nerve-injured and control participants when stimulating each tested fingertip given as peak-to-peak amplitude of the ridge movement. Heights
of columns give mean values computed across participants, error bars indicate ± 1 SEM (n = 11) and symbols indicate tactile thresholds for individual participants.

innervated by uninjured nerves (left little finger and right index
and little finger), the detection thresholds were similar to those
of the control participants and similar to thresholds previously
reported for 20 Hz oscillatory displacements of fingertip skin
(Talbot et al., 1968; Lofvenberg and Johansson, 1984; Nordmark
et al., 2012). A mixed design two-way ANOVA run on the
tactile threshold values showed a main effect of injury (injured
vs. control participants; F(1,20) = 4.8; P = 0.04), main effect
of finger (left and right index and little finger; F(3,60) = 5.7;
P = 0.002) as well as an interaction between injury and finger
(F(3,60) = 14.4; P < 0.0001). Post hoc analysis revealed that
these effects were driven by a higher threshold at the left index
finger of the nerve-injured participants compared to all other
test conditions, i.e., combination of participant group and tested
finger (P ≤ 0.004); there was no significant differences between
the other test sites (P ≥ 0.49 for all comparisons). Indicated
by Cohen’s d, the effect size of the threshold increase at the
left index finger for nerve injured varied between 1.06 and
1.37 with reference to the threshold of the other tested fingers
for the same individuals and it was 1.94 with reference to the
control participants’ threshold on the left index finger. We also
asked if nerve injury might affect the variation in stimulation
intensity relative to the threshold, which was controlled by
participants. Assessed by the coefficient of variation calculated
for the stimulation amplitudes recorded at all button presses
and releases (representing upper and lower threshold limits,
respectively) by each participant, we found no effect of injury
(F(1,20) = 0.03; P = 0.87) on this range and no main or interaction
effect involving finger (F(3,60) ≤ 0.76; P ≥ 0.52). Averaged
across all participants’ fingers the coefficient of variation was
0.56 ± 0.18 (mean ± SD). Regarding the visual threshold-
tracking task, we found no effect on the visual detection
threshold of injury (F(1,20) = 0.1; P = 0.79) and no main or

interaction effect involving finger (F(3,60) ≤ 0.2; P ≥ 0.90).
In the tactile oddball-detection task, where the participants
received sequences of 20 Hz suprathreshold sinusoidal skin
indentations lasting for 1.5 s and their task was to detect a 40 Hz
sinusoidal stimulation that occasionally could replace a 20 Hz
stimulation (Figure 1D). All participants correctly detected all
presented oddballs and there were no false button presses. Taken
together, the participants’ performance in theMR scanner during
the tactile tasks indicated that they complied with the task
instructions and consistently monitored and processed the tactile
afferent information.

Effects of Injury on BOLD Activity
Separate two-factorial whole-brain ANOVAs were used to
analyze fMRI data obtained during stimulation of each of the four
test sites (left and right index and little finger, Figure 2A). All
four ANOVAs revealed brain areas with main effects of injury
(injured vs. control participants) and of tactile task (threshold-
tracking vs. oddball-detection) but failed to detect any area with
interaction between these factors. Four corresponding ANOVAs
using functional images from the cue period of the tactile tasks
failed to reveal any brain area with effect of injury or task, which
suggest that the effects of injury reported below were linked to
processing of tactile stimuli rather than just focusing attention
on sensing them.

Effect of Injury in the Primary Somatosensory
Cortex (S1)
For stimulation of each finger, we observed a main effect
of injury on the BOLD activity in the contralesional (right)
primary sensorimotor cortex and for all fingers this effect was
restricted to S1 (Figure 3A). That is, the injury affected brain
activity in the contralateral S1 during tactile stimulation within
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FIGURE 3 | Effect of injury in contralesional S1. (A) Main effect of injury obtained with stimulation of each of the fingers shown on transaxial slices of the averaged
brain calculated across montreal neurological institute (MNI)-normalized participant-specific T1-weighted images. Lines enclose areas with stronger BOLD activity for
the nerve-injured (n = 11) compared to the control participants (n = 11) and the color of the lines indicate stimulated finger: left index (IndL), left little (LittL), right index
(IndR) and right little (LittR) finger. Arrows indicate central sulcus and dotted white lines the interhemispheric fissure. R, right. (B) Index finger (IndL) and little finger
(LittL) representations outlined based on data from the tactile threshold-tracking task (TTT, red solid lines) and the tactile oddball-detection task (TOD, red dashed
lines) performed by all study participants. The white semi-transparent zone represents the envelope of areas with main effects of injury as shown in panel (A). (C)
Index and little finger representations outlined for injured (yellow solid lines) and control participants (yellow dashed lines) based on the main effect of a finger in
ANOVAs separately applied to data from each of the two groups and with finger and task as factors. (B,C) Same general format as in panel (A).

TABLE 1 | Main effect of injury in contralesional S1.

Stimulated finger # of voxels Gyrus Ze X Y Z

Left index 348 Right Postcentral (BA 3) 3.6 48 −26 54
3.3 38 −22 44

Left little 289 Right Postcentral (BA 3) 3.9 48 −22 50
3.1 44 −32 58

Right index 265 Right Postcentral (BA 3) 3.5 40 −28 48
2.6 50 −22 50

Right little 417 Right Postcentral (BA 3) 3.6 42 −22 44
3.5 50 −22 50

The number of contiguous voxels (voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm3) is given for identified clusters with the main effect of injury in contralesional S1 in the whole-brain analyses run on data
obtained with stimulation of each finger. The brain region, and Brodmann area (BA) refer to coordinates (X, Y, Z; provided in MNI stereotaxic space) of peak Z equivalent (Ze) values
located within each cluster. All effects represented higher BOLD activity for the nerve-injured compared with control participants during the execution of the tactile tasks.

the reinnervated nerve territory (left index finger stimulation)
but also in ordinarily innervated cutaneous areas both within
the same hand (left little finger stimulation) and within the
ipsilateral hand (right index and little finger stimulation). In
all cases, the BOLD activity was higher for the nerve-injured
group of participants than for the controls. The areas detected
during stimulation of the various fingers overlapped highly and
involved the anterior bank of the post-central gyrus with some
extent toward the crown of the post-central gyrus. Each area
showed two local maxima for the BOLD effect in Brodmann
area 3 (BA 3; Table 1). There was no main effect of tactile

task within S1 regardless of which finger received the tactile
stimuli. Further, we could not detect an effect of injury or tactile
task in the primary motor cortex (pre-central gyrus) regardless
of stimulated finger, and even if we did not apply a cluster
size threshold.

In order to spatially relate the injury effect in the right
S1 to its finger representations, we located these by contrasting
the BOLD responses obtained during stimulation of the left
index and little finger as within-subject effect in an ANOVA
applied to each of the tactile task; injury (injured vs. control
participants) constituted a between-subject factor. For both
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TABLE 2 | Finger representations in S1 contralateral to stimulated hand.

Finger representation Task # of voxels Gyrus Ze X Y Z

Left index (IndL > LittL) TTT 626 R Postcentral (BA 3) 5.8 48 −14 52
5.8 46 −16 50

TOD 607 R Postcentral (BA 3) 6.2 44 −16 56
6.1 42 −18 52
4.9 54 −16 60

Left little (LittL > IndL) TTT 93 R Postcentral (BA 3) 4.0 42 −24 58
3.1 50 −28 62

TOD 47 R Postcentral (BA 3) 4.0 40 −26 58
Right index (IndR > LittR) TTT 309 L Postcentral (BA 3) 6.2 −50 −18 52

TOD 486 L Postcentral (BA 3) 5.2 −50 −16 62
4.6 −44 −20 52

Right little (LittR > IndR) TTT 61 L Postcentral (BA 3) 3.9 −44 −26 62
TOD 56 L Postcentral (BA 3) 3.5 −40 −30 62

The number of contiguous voxels (voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm3) given for each identified cluster in the primary sensorimotor cortex based on the main effect of the stimulated finger
on BOLD activity in scanning sessions with left- and right-hand stimulation. TTT, tactile threshold-tracking task; TOD, tactile oddball-detection task. Hemisphere (L, left; R, right), brain
region and Brodmann area (BA) refer to coordinates (X, Y, Z; provided in MNI stereotaxic space) of peak Z equivalent (Ze) values located within each cluster.

tactile tasks, we found two areas with effect of stimulated finger:
one area that showed higher BOLD activity during index finger
stimulation compared to little finger stimulation and a more
posteromedial area that showed higher activity during little finger
stimulation than during index finger stimulation. These finger
representations derived from the threshold-tracking task and
the oddball-detection task overlapped greatly (Figure 3B) and
all had their local maxima in BA 3 (Table 2). The Euclidian
distance between the index and the little finger representations
represented by the local maximumwith highest Ze-value exposed
by the threshold-tracking and the oddball-detection task was
13.1 mm and 11.0 mm, respectively, which matches previously
reported data on finger representations in S1 (van Westen
et al., 2004; Martuzzi et al., 2014). Interestingly, we found no
voxels that showed an interaction between injury and stimulated
finger, which suggests that the regained finger presentations
after reinnervation largely resembled the situation before the
injury. This was verified in ANOVAs with finger and tactile
task as factors separately applied on data from nerve-injured
and control participants and with the same threshold criteria
as in our main analysis of finger representations as described
above (Figure 3C).

For both the left index and little finger representations in
right S1, our control participants showed negative BOLD activity
when the other tested finger of the same hand received tactile
stimuli (Figure 4A, filled gray bars representing IndL and LittL
stimulation). This is consistent with previous results showing
that the topographically organized finger representations in
S1 are subject to complex lateral, mainly inhibitory, intra-areal
interactions (Ruben et al., 2006; Lipton et al., 2010; Reed et al.,
2010; Thakur et al., 2012; Martuzzi et al., 2014). For the controls,
the BOLD activity in these representations also showed negative
values when the fingers of the right hand received the tactile
stimuli (Figure 4A, filled gray bars representing IndR and LittR
stimulation), which is consistent with previous observations
on BOLD responses in S1 during ipsilateral hand stimulations
in healthy adults (Hlushchuk and Hari, 2006; Klingner et al.,
2015; Tal et al., 2017). A dominant explanation is that signals
from S1 contralateral to a stimulated hand are transmitted

to the ipsilateral hemisphere via callosal connections between
higher order somatosensory areas (BA 1, 2 and secondary
somatosensory cortex) and feedback connections to area 3b
mediate the suppressive effects through local activation of
inhibitory neurons (Tommerdahl et al., 2006; Reed et al., 2011;
Klingner et al., 2015).

For the nerve-injured participants and for each of the
fingers that were stimulated, the group average values of the
BOLD activity extracted both within the index and little finger
representations were higher compared to the corresponding
activity of the controls (Figures 4A,B, see adjacent pairs of filled
bluish and gray columns in Figures 4A). As such, this finding
harmonizes with the fact that both finger representations in the
right S1 essentially overlapped with the area affected by injury
according to the whole-brain analysis (Figure 3B, see outlined
areas in red with the white semi-transparent zone). Based on
the average BOLD activity recorded during the two tactile tasks,
the injury had a significant effect on both the identified index
and the little finger representation (F(1,20) ≥ 10.5; P ≤ 0.004
in either case) in addition to the effect of stimulated finger
(F(3,60) ≥ 32.53; P < 0.0001). Neither for the index nor for
the little finger representation was there an interaction between
stimulated finger and injury (F(3,60) ≤ 0.50, P ≥ 0.68). Thus, for
both identified finger representations in right S1, the increase
in BOLD activity of the nerve-injured compared to the control
participants was similar regardless of which finger was stimulated
(Figure 4A, see lengths of red lines joining corresponding mean
values of the injured and control participant). Also, the effect
sizes were similar in both finger representations (panel A).
For the index finger representation, Cohen’s d was 1.14 and
1.11 when stimulating the left forefinger and little finger,
respectively, and 0.88 and 1.03 for stimulation of the right
forefinger and little finger. Corresponding effect sizes for the little
finger representation were 1.31, 0.95, 0.81 and 1.23, respectively.
We justified the aggregation of data from the two tactile tasks
in this analysis by the fact that the whole-brain analysis did
not reveal an effect of task in the hand area of S1 no matter
which finger received the stimulation and even if the cluster size
threshold was reduced to 20 voxels.
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Concerning the representations in the left S1 of the right-hand
fingers, we found a similar topography as in the right S1,
involving distinct representations of the index and the little
finger and a high overlap of the representations derived from
the two tactile tasks (Table 2). In agreement with the whole-
brain analysis, injury had no significant effect on BOLD activity
extracted from these finger representations. That is, with our
experimental paradigm involving rather strict tactile tasks,
standardized stimulation intensities and controls matched to
age, gender and handedness, we could not verify previous
observations that median nerve-injured persons also show
higher BOLD activity in the ipsilesional somatosensory cortex
(Chemnitz et al., 2015; Bjorkman and Weibull, 2018).

Ordinary ‘‘task-modality’’ modulation of S1 after injury. We
asked if the effects of injury observed in the identified finger
representations of the contralesional S1 were linked to the use
of tactile input as required during the tactile tasks. To that
end, we also extracted BOLD signals from these representations
when our study participants performed the visual threshold-
tracking task. During the visual trials, the participants reported
their perception of an image appearing in the center of the
computer screen against white background while they received a
playback of the tactile stimulus experienced in the previous tactile
threshold-tracking trial (Figure 1C). During tactile stimulation
of the left fingers, the control participants showed a marked
suppression of the BOLD activity for both the index and the
little finger representations of right S1 during the visual trials
compared to that in the corresponding tactile trials (Figure 4A,
see corresponding filled and hollow gray columns representing
IndL and LittL stimulation). A deactivation also occurred with
stimulation of the right fingers but of similar size as that in
the corresponding tactile trials (Figure 4A, see corresponding
filled and hollow gray columns representing IndR and LittR
stimulation). Strikingly, despite causing consistently higher
BOLD activity during the tactile trials, injury did not appear
to influence the suppression of the BOLD signal during the
visual trials regardless of finger representation and stimulated
finger (Figure 4A, see adjacent pairs of hollow bluish- and
gray-line columns). Indeed, mixed-design 3-way ANOVAs run
on the BOLD activity recorded during visual trials failed for
both representations to indicate effect of injury (F(1,20) ≤ 0.984,
P ≥ 0.333) and stimulated finger (index, little finger; F(1,20) ≤
1.43. P ≥ 0.246) but indicated a significant effect of stimulated
hand (left, right; F(1,20) ≥ 6.47, P ≤ 0.019 in either case). As
such, for either group of participants the deactivation during
the visual task appeared deeper when the contralateral left as
compared to the ipsilateral right hand received the tactile stimuli.
None of these ANOVAs showed any interaction effect (P ≥ 0.30
in all instances). Thus, a seemingly ordinary ‘‘task-modality’’
dependent modulation of the BOLD activity was present in
contralesional S1 of the nerve-injured participants.

Effect of Injury on Prefrontal Cortex
The whole-brain ANOVAs, one run for stimulation of each of the
four test sites, also detected main effects of injury in three areas
of the prefrontal cortex when the reinnervated left index finger
was engaged in the tactile tasks (Figure 5A): the dorsal anterior

cingulate cortex (dACC, BA 24); the left ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex (VLPFC) on the orbital part of inferior frontal gyrus
(BA 47); and the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
in the middle frontal gyrus (BA 46). All these areas showed
greater BOLD activity in the nerve-injured compared to the
control participants with effect sizes ranging between 1.64 and
2.13 (Figure 5B; IndL stimulation). For each area, stimulation of
the other three fingers resulted in similar BOLD signal changes
as with left index finger stimulation (Figures 5B,C; IndL, IndR
and LittR stimulation) but the cluster sizes (81–15 voxels) did not
meet the cluster-threshold criterion of the whole-brain analysis.
Also, the effect sizes tended to be lower than with left index
finger stimulation (Figure 5B). For all four fingertips tested, the
BOLD activity of the control subjects was on average close to the
baseline (Figures 5B,C, gray filled columns in panel B).

Irrespective of stimulated finger, injury appeared to not
influence the BOLD activity recorded during the visual
threshold-tracking trials in the detected prefrontal areas
(Figure 5B, see adjacent pairs of hollow bluish- and gray-line
columns). For none of the areas, a two-way ANOVA indicated an
effect of injury (F(1,20) ≤ 0.31, P ≥ 0.58), of finger (F(3,60) ≤ 0.27,
P≥ 0.85), or interaction between injury and finger (F(3,60) ≤ 0.60,
P≥ 0.62). Only for dACCwas the intercept significantly different
from zero (F(1,20) = 7.57; P = 0.012), which indicated that the
BOLD activity overall tended to be below baseline values during
the visual trials.

Effects Related to Tactile Task
Each whole-brain ANOVA with injury and tactile task as
factors revealed effects of task in a network of brain areas.
These areas corresponded to those we previously attributed
to processes linked to the control of the action of the foot
contralateral to the hand involved in the task when healthy
adults perform the tactile threshold-tracking task (Nordmark
et al., 2012). Briefly, irrespective of stimulated finger we found
a greater BOLD activity during the tactile threshold-tracking
task than in the oddball-detection task in the foot area of the
primary sensorimotor cortex contralateral to the foot operating
the pushbutton. Likewise, greater BOLD activity was observed
in the contralateral premotor cortex and putamen, and in the
ipsilateral anterior foot area of the cerebellum. Furthermore,
increased BOLD activity irrespective of stimulated finger were
present bilaterally in the supplementary motor area and in
the right ventral premotor area. We attribute all these effects
to the fact that the frequency of button-presses was around
an order of magnitude higher during the tactile threshold-
tracking task (mean = 4.3/20 s) than during the oddball-detection
tasks (0.3/10 s).

Additional Observations on BOLD Activity
In addition to addressing our principal topic, i.e., effect of
median nerve injury on BOLD activity, in a separate conjunction
analysis we also explored brain regions with increased BOLD
activity relative to rest during the tactile tasks irrespective of
stimulated finger, task and injury. The results were virtually
indistinguishable from those of a corresponding analysis we
previously reported on for the tactile threshold tacking task
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FIGURE 4 | Effects of injury on BOLD responses in fingertip representations in contralesional S1. (A) Paired neighboring columns show BOLD signal responses in
the identified representations of the index finger (IndL; left panel) and little finger (LittL; right panel) representations when the left index (IndL), left little (LittL), right index
(IndR) and right little (LittR) finger was stimulated. Filled columns show BOLD signal responses for the nerve-damaged (bluish) and control participants (gray) based on
β-values averaged across all voxels within the respective finger representation and across both tactile tasks (column height indicate mean value across participants
and vertical lines represent ± 1 SEM, N = 11). To highlight the systematically greater BOLD activity of the nerve-injured irrespective of stimulus conditions, red lines
link the corresponding mean values of the injured and the control participants. The adjacent numbers give a standardized effect size for the difference between these
mean values provided as Cohen’s d. Superimposed hollow dashed-line columns show the corresponding BOLD activity during the visual threshold tracking task for
the nerve-injured (bluish) and controls (gray) upon stimulation of each of the four fingers. (B) Distribution of BOLD-signal changes across nerve-injured (solid lines)
and control participants (dashed lines) during the tactile tasks based on the same data and following the color code for stimulated finger as indicated in panel (A).

performed by healthy adults (Nordmark et al., 2012). Briefly,
bilateral activation was present in the perisylvian cortex
including the secondary somatosensory cortex, the superior
temporal cortex, inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus
and insula. Bilateral activation was also present in the mesial
frontal cortex (including pre-SMA and anterior cingulate
cortex) and in the putamen and palladium of basal ganglia.
Particularly extensively for the right hemisphere, prefrontal
activity engaged the anterior precentral gyrus and extended
laterally to the posterior part of the VLPFC and insula. Activity
was also observed in the right DLPFC. Activated regions
in the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia have often been
implicated in cognitive functions such as attention, decision
making and response selection (Bunge, 2004; Seeley et al.,
2007; Heekeren et al., 2008; Romo et al., 2012) which all
were components of both the tactile threshold-tracking and the
oddball-detection tasks.

DISCUSSION

Our central finding is that the hand representation of the right
primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of the left median nerve-
injured participants showed an elevated BOLD activity compared
to that of the controls not only when the left reinnervated index
finger was engaged in the tactile tasks, but also when fingers
innervated by uninjured nerves of either hand were used, i.e., the
left little finger and the right index and little finger. Likewise,
the contralesional S1 of the injured participants basically lacked
the negative BOLD responses within the identified finger
representations as observed for the controls during stimulation of
all fingers except for the represented finger. Below, we will argue
that the overall increased BOLD activity in the contralesional
S1 represented a general disinhibition of its hand area consistent
with an augmented functional reorganizational plasticity being
constantly present in chronic nerve injury. We also found
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FIGURE 5 | Effect of injury on BOLD responses in the prefrontal cortex. (A) Areas with contiguous voxels (voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm3) showing the main effect of
injury detected during stimulation of the left index finger projected on slices of the participant-specific brain image. Top: encircled zones indicate area (218 voxels)
with two local maxima in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC; x, y, z = 6, 22 26, Ze = 3.3; −6, 28, 22, Ze = 3.1; BA 24). Middle: Area (273 voxels) with two local
maxima in left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and insula (L VLPFC; x, y, z = −24, 26, −14, Ze = 3.4; −36, 22, −10, Ze = 3.4, BA 47). Bottom: Area (244 voxels) with
two local maxima in right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (R DLPFC; x, y, z = 26, 38, 28, Ze = 3.5; 32, 42, 14, Ze = 3.2, BA 46). P, posterior; A, anterior; L, left; R, right.
(B) Columns show BOLD-signal responses to stimulation of each of the four fingers tested based on β-values averaged over all voxels of the areas indicated in
panel (A). For further format details, see Figure 4A. (C) Distribution of BOLD-signal changes across nerve-injured (solid lines) and control participants (dashed lines)
during the tactile tasks based on the same data and following the same color code for stimulated finger as indicated in panel (B).

elevated BOLD-activity for the nerve-injured participants in
prefrontal cortical areas during execution of the tactile tasks. We
interpret this as if top-down processes that support decision-
making and response selection were computationally more
demanding for the injured participants due to their compromised
tactile sensibility compared to the control participants.

Primary Somatosensory Cortex
Although exactly how cortical BOLD responses are translated
into neural activity is still unknown, essentially based on
animal studies there is a consensus that regional stimulation- or
task-induced increases and decreases of BOLD activity broadly
represent corresponding changes in neural activity (Logothetis,
2008; Hillman, 2014) and that increased activity in inhibitory
cortical interneurons generally reduces rather than increases
BOLD activity and can render BOLD signals negative (Shmuel
et al., 2006; Devor et al., 2007; Logothetis, 2008; Lauritzen
et al., 2012). Since cortical activity, in a broad sense, reflects
the interaction between synaptic excitation and cortex inhibition
(Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011), a change in the balance of

excitation-inhibition towards excitation would have caused the
increased activity in the contralesional S1 during the tactile
tasks. Such a change can hardly be explained by an increased
incoming excitation based on intensified peripheral afferent
input. That is, histological studies in monkeys have shown that
the number of functioning first-order tactile neurons typically is
reduced compared to healthy conditions (Liss et al., 1996) and
recordings from human median and ulnar nerves have shown
that reinnervated neurons do not exhibit increased sensitivity
and firing rates (Mackel et al., 1983; Mackel, 1985). Nor can
functional plastic changes of the somatotopic organization within
tactile ascending pathways easily account for an increased
incoming excitation of the contralesional S1 since the increase
in activity was not restricted to the median nerve projection
zone. That is, findings in monkeys subjected to experimental
median nerve transection and reinnervation indicate that
such plasticity essentially would be confined to median nerve
projection areas because in S1 it was confined to its median
nerve representation (Wall et al., 1986; Merzenich and Jenkins,
1993). Indeed, any functional somatotopic reorganization of
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contralesional S1 would have been limited also in our study
material, because the locations and extents of the identified finger
representations of the nerve-injured and control participants
were quite comparable.

If increased incoming excitation cannot readily explain
the greater stimulation-induced activity in contralesional S1,
then the question is whether intra-cortical mechanisms can.
Known intra-cortical mechanisms implicated in regulation and
stabilization of cortical excitability include synaptic scaling (or
homeostatic scaling; Turrigiano, 2012; Keck et al., 2017) and
intra-areal (local) inhibitory processes (Isaacson and Scanziani,
2011). Since synaptic scaling has a normalizing/stabilizing
function on the excitatory cortical activity it should have
counteracted rather than promoted an increase of activity in
contralesional S1. Instead, the greater activity in response to
incoming excitation resulted most likely from reduction of
stimulus-induced intra-cortical inhibition effected by reduced
activity in inhibitory (GABAergic) interneurons recruited via
feed-forward and/or feedback-excitatory projections (Isaacson
and Scanziani, 2011). Indeed, intracortical studies in monkeys
have shown that excitatory neurons of S1 are subject to complex
lateral inhibitory interactions supported by intra-areal inhibitory
neurons (Lipton et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2010, 2011; Thakur et al.,
2012). This notion that the nerve injury lead to a disinhibition
of the contralesional S1 in our study participants is supported by
the finding that the negative BOLD signals, signifying inhibition
(Shmuel et al., 2006; Devor et al., 2007; Logothetis, 2008;
Lauritzen et al., 2012), observed in S1’s finger representations of
the controls were largely reduced or absent in the injured.

Animal studies indicate that reducing the levels of GABAergic
inhibition onto excitatory cortical neurons plays a decisive role
in plasticity not only during critical periods of development
(Hensch, 2005; Takesian et al., 2018) but also for inducing
(and maintaining) excitatory cell reorganizations in deprived
projection zones of a lesioned peripheral nerve in adulthood
(Arckens et al., 2000; Garraghty et al., 1991, 2006; Levy et al.,
2002; Marik et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Sammons and
Keck, 2015). A reduction of GABAergic inhibition occurs
immediately after a peripheral nerve lesion and is considered
permissive for unmasking and strengthening of pre-existing
synaptic connectivity and possible axonal sprouting, which drives
the reorganization in search for new stable circuity states given
the available input conditions. Conversely, and importantly,
GABA levels gradually increase towards baseline levels when
the functional reorganization (newly formed circuit connectivity)
stabilizes (Sammons and Keck, 2015). In view of this, we interpret
that the elevated BOLD activity in contralesional S1 of the nerve-
damaged participants was caused by a reduced stimulation-
induced GABAergic inhibition reflecting that this stabilization
was not yet completed. Thus, we put forward that a post-lesional
reorganizational plasticity was still ongoing in the contralesional
S1 of our nerve-injured study participants even though the
injury occurred several years earlier (mean = 8.1 years) and the
attainable recovery of the hand should have been completed.
Our position in this regard finds support in recent results
from studied in monkey that indicate changes in AMPA- as
well as GABA-receptor expressions in the brain stem and

S1 that consistent with an ongoing reorganization plasticity
occurring 5 years after median and ulnar nerve transection
(Mowery et al., 2015).

We speculate that such ongoing reorganizational plasticity
relates to limitations in the Hebbian-based learning rules
considered to account for the formation of cortical topographic
maps and cell assemblies representing natural stimuli in
primate S1 (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998). Due to the
spatiotemporal aberrant (noisy) activity in ensembles of first-
order tactile neurons after reinnervation, these rules may
partially fail to achieve a complete stabilization of S1 since they
are based on the detection of spatiotemporally correlated inputs
with precise time criteria and from a limited cutaneous area
(Pons et al., 1991; Song and Abbott, 2001; Feldman, 2012). Thus,
substantially dispersed peripheral conduction velocities as well
as spatially misaligned reinnervation of axons could reduce the
scope of correlation-based functional reorganizations within S1.
Also reduced motor activity for a long time of the affected hand
may have contributed to aberrant spatiotemporally correlated
inputs to S1 as it communicates tightly with motor cortex during
planning and control of actions (Jones, 1986; Dum and Strick,
1996). In fact, evidence exists that non-structured (noisy) inputs
can not only induce but also sustain critical-period-like plasticity
in adult rat primary sensory cortex (Chang andMerzenich, 2003;
Zhou et al., 2011).

That the BOLD activity during the visual task was
suppressed to the same levels in the injured and the control
participants (Figure 4A) suggests that this task-modality
dependent suppression involved inhibitory mechanisms that
differed from those that we propose operating on the
contralesional S1 of the nerve-injured participants. Indeed, there
is evidence that specific subtypes of inhibitory neurons in primate
sensory cortices can perform context-dependent modulation of
excitatory activity while others can regulate activity-dependent
plasticity of excitatory circuits (Hattori et al., 2017). In a previous
study on healthy adults that involved tactile and visual threshold-
tracking tasks similar to those performed in this study, we found
that the corresponding task modality-dependent effect not only
engages S1 but bilateral cortical areas extending from the hand
area of the postcentral gyrus laterally into the perisylvian region
and further anterior into the anterior insula of the frontal lobe
(see Figure 5B in Nordmark et al., 2012). Hence, the effect was
likely instantiated by inter-areal ‘‘top-down’’ attentional-related
global modulation of somatosensory processing pathways driven
by higher-level processing distributed within frontal and parietal
cortex, cerebellum and thalamus (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007;
Dosenbach et al., 2008).

Prefrontal Cortex
The three prefrontal areas showing higher activity for the nerve-
injured participants during the tactile tasks (Figure 5A) were all
located in the close vicinity of prefrontal areas that we previously
found to be commonly activated during the tactile threshold
tracking task when performed by healthy adults (Nordmark
et al., 2012). According to previous human fMRI studies, the
detected prefrontal areas are probably components of two
separate networks supporting different types of top-down control
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(Dosenbach et al., 2008): the dACC and VLPFC together with
anterior insula and thalamus have been implicated in control
of goal directed behavior through the stable maintenance of
task sets, while DLPFC together with inferior parietal lobule,
intraparietal sulcus, precuneus and middle cingulate cortex in
error-related activity and initiation and adaptations of control
on a trial-by-trial basis. The greater BOLD activity in the
nerve-injured participants suggests that such control processes,
central to decision-making and response selection, were more
demanding for the injured participants due to their compromised
tactile sensibility than for the controls. Furthermore, it cannot be
ruled out that the increased activity in these prefrontal brain areas
may have reflected execution of top-down influences somehow
supporting the proposed disinhibition of the contralesional S1.

The tendency to elevated BOLD activity in the tactile tasks
irrespective of stimulated finger might reflect that everyday
dexterous actions practically always engage multiple digits and
often both hands (Kilbreath and Heard, 2005; Johansson
and Flanagan, 2009; Lederman and Klatzky, 2009; Ingram
and Wolpert, 2011). That is, provided that decoding and
higher-level processing of tactile information are routinely
based on spatiotemporally organized inputs from digits of
both hands, compromised tactile inputs from one hand’s
median nerve territory could affect processing of tactile
inputs irrespective of stimulated digit. Furthermore, considering
the involvement of orbitofrontal cortex in implementation
of stimulus-reinforcement associations in human behavior
(Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004), the effect in especially the left
VLPFC might relate to processes involved in coping with
pain, numbness, stiffness etc. associated with use of the a
reinnervated hand in various manual tasks (Irwin et al., 1997;
Chemnitz et al., 2013).

Limitations and General Issues
Limitations of the Present Study
Due to the small sample size, our study might have been
underpowered to detect relevant effects and might have
overestimated detected effect sizes (Button et al., 2013). However,
the approach of focusing our analyses to the identified finger
representations in S1 should have helped in these respects.
Although our way of mapping the fingertip representations in
S1 appeared to make sense concerning previous accounts, fMRI
at ultra-high field (≥ 7 T) would have offered far greater spatial
detail (Martuzzi et al., 2014) and additional information about
content-based processing if also combined with recent advances
in multivariate pattern analysis (Haynes, 2015). However, there
are still limitations on how perfusion-related (BOLD) signals can
be interpreted in terms of changes in neural activity (Logothetis,
2008; Hillman, 2014).

Although we did not measure finger contact forces in the
MRI scanner during the tactile trials, we do not believe that
the detected effects of injury on the BOLD signals were caused
by differences between the injured and control participants in
their fingers’ contact behavior. First, contact force has little
effect on tactile sensitivity at 20 Hz vibrotactile stimulation
(i.e., the frequency of the current study), especially when
delivered via a contactor protruding through a hole in an

otherwise flat contact surface (as in our study; Harada and
Griffin, 1991; Gu and Griffin, 2012). Such stimuli are primarily
encoded by first-order tactile neurons innervating Meissner
corpuscles (FA-1 neurons; Johansson et al., 1982; Lofvenberg and
Johansson, 1984). Background contact force has little effect on
the responsiveness of these neurons since these are primarily
excited by local changes in skin strain within their small receptive
fields (Phillips et al., 1992), which in our study was caused
by the edges of the vibrating stimulation ridge. Second, we
did not see an effect of injury in the motor cortex, which
one might expect if the injured participants applied a different,
computationally more demanding, contact force strategy to sense
the tactile stimuli.

Strengths of the Present Study
An important strength of the present study was the strict
experimental setup. First, the intensity of our tactile stimuli
was perceptually equalized across the various test sites, which
aimed to standardize the effective afferent input especially to
compensate for a reduced sensitivity of the reinnervated index
finger. Second, we adopted well-defined tasks that properly
attempted to control for and standardize top-down effects related
to task/attentional set across participants. We considered this
important because the activity of the primary somatosensory
cortex can be modulated by the relevance of stimuli to
behavior, but also fingertip representations can be shaped by
task/attentional set (Braun et al., 2002; Lipton et al., 2010; Kida
et al., 2018). A dramatic impact of task requirements on the
BOLD-activity in the contralateral S1 was evident in this study
when comparing activity evoked during the visual threshold-
tracking task and the tactile tasks.

We do not interpret our failure to detect differential effects
of our tactile tasks on the BOLD signals in the somatosensory
cortical areas as if the neural processing was indifferent to
the task, we rather believe that existing task effects did not
cause perfusion contrasts detectable by our technique. Yet, it
may seem strange that we did not register stronger BOLD
responses in S1 in the oddball-detection task in which the
stimulus intensity was higher than in the tactile threshold-
tracking task. However, a positive relationship between the
stimulus intensity and the intensity of the BOLD response
has been observed within a given task set or with relaxed
subjects (Arthurs et al., 2000; Nelson et al., 2004; Siedentopf
et al., 2008), while in our case, the tactile threshold-tracking
and oddball-detection tasks represented different task sets. We
suggest that this factor, in combination with the canonical
neural calculation principle in sensory cortices called divisive
normalization, can explain the similarity in BOLD activity in
S1 in our two tactile tasks: divisive normalization generates
normative coding efficiency via processes such as gain control,
feature invariance, and redundancy reduction (Carandini and
Heeger, 2011; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Brouwer et al.,
2015). Incidentally, even microstimulation of individual first-
order tactile afferent neurons innervating the human fingers may
give rise to robust fMRI responses in the somatosensory cortex
(Trulsson et al., 2001).
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Clinical Relevance
That our results suggest that S1 can be quite open to
functional reorganizational plasticity even very late after
peripheral nerve injury and reinnervation might help to
motivate future scientific efforts to further develop and
improve regimen for hand function training during chronic
recovery from nerve injury. Possibly even more fruitful
would be to longitudinally follow the dynamics of functional
brain plasticity from early after injury and correlate it with
behavioral, treatment and rehabilitation variables, to find
therapeutic regimens that optimize the utilization of this
dynamic. In interaction with basic research on underlying
neuronal pathophysiological mechanisms, in this context, there
are potentially many directions for further development and
refinement of monitoring the dynamics of brain plasticity in
humans. For example, combinations of high-resolution fMRI
techniques and integrated findings from other modalities,
such as magnetoencephalography (Mogilner et al., 1993) and
GABA-edited magnetic resonance spectroscopy (Puts and
Edden, 2012) in longitudinal studies, could contribute in
this regard.
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